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QUASI-EXPECTATIONSANDAMENABLEVON NEUMANN
ALGEBRAS
JOHN W. BUNCE AND WILLIAM L. PASCHKE1
Abstract. A quasi-expectation of a C*-algebra A on a C*-subalgebra B is a
bounded linear projection Q: A -> B such that Q(xay) = xQ(a)y Vx,y £
B, a e A. It is shown that if M is a von Neumann algebra of operators on
Hubert space H for which there exists a quasi-expectation of B(H) on M,
then there exists a projection of norm one of B(H) on M, i.e. M is injective.
Further, if M is an amenable von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann
algebra N, then there exists a quasi-expectation of N on M' n N. These two
facts yield as an immediate corollary the recent result of A. Cormes that all
amenable von Neumann algebras are injective.

Let A be a unital C*-algebra and B a unital C*-subalgebra of A. By a
quasi-expectation of A on B, we mean a bounded linear projection Q: A -» B
such that Q(xay) = xQ(a)y Vx,y G B, a G A. A classical result of J.
Tomiyama [13] says that any projection of norm one of A onto F is a
quasi-expectation. In what follows, we will show that if M is a von Neumann
algebra of operators on Hubert space H, then the existence of a quasi-expectation of B(H) on M implies the existence of a projection of norm one of
B(H) on M. We will show further that if M is an amenable von Neumann
subalgebra (as in [2]) of a von Neumann algebra A, then there exists a
quasi-expectation of A on M ' n A. These two results yield as an immediate
corollary the recent theorem of A. Connes [3] stating that amenable von
Neumann algebras are injective.
We begin with an elementary result relating the existence of projections of
norm one on a finite, countably decomposable von Neumann algebra M to
M-centralizing extensions of traces on M. For a functional/on a ""-algebra B
and x E B, we write x •/, /• x, and f* for the functional on B defined

respectivelyby (x •f)(y) = f(yx), (/• x)(y) = f(xy), and f*(y) =f(y*). A
trace on F is a nonzero positive functional t such that t • x = x • t Vx G B.

Proposition 1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and M a finite, countably
decomposable von Neumann algebra contained unitally in A. The following are
equivalent:
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restriction of the positive functional g in (ii) to M is assumed to be normal.

(See the proof of 1.2 in [8].)
A von Neumann algebra M of operators on Hilbert space H is said to be
injective [2] if there exists a projection of norm one of B(H) on M. Injectivity
is an algebraic invariant of M and is equivalent to the existence of a
projection of norm one on AT. (Use Tomita's theorem to generalize 4.2 of

[6].)
Theorem 2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra of operators on Hilbert space
H. If there exists a quasi-expectation of B(H) on M, then M is injective.

Proof. Let Q: B(H) -> M be a quasi-expectation. If M is finite and
countably decomposable, let t be a faithful trace on M and define / £
B(H)* by / = t ° Q. This / satisfies (i) of Proposition 1, so the theorem is
proved for finite, countably decomposable M.
Now suppose that M is semifinite. There is an increasing net {ea) of
projections in M with ea | 1 and eaMea finite and countably decomposable
Va. (Argue as in 111,2,3 of [4] to see that the set of finite, countably
decomposable projections of M is directed upward.) Since Q(eaB(H)ea) =
eaMea, Q defines a quasi-expectation
of eaB(H)ea on eaMea by restriction.
For each a, then, there is a projection Ea of norm one of eaB(H)ea on eaMea.

Denote by D the directed set which indexes {ea). Let L be a state of the
C*-algebra lx(D) such that L({ca}) = c whenever {ca} is a net in C indexed
by D such that limaca = c. For T £ B(H), define E(T) £ B(H) by
(E(T% tj) = L({(Ea(eaTea% tj)}) (£, t, £ H). It is easily checked that F is a
projection of norm one of B(H) on M, so we are finished with the semifinite
case.
Quasi-expectations respect direct sum decompositions, and the direct sum
of two von Neumann algebras is injective if and only if each summand is, so
to conclude the proof of the theorem we may assume that M is properly

infinite. By 8.2 and 4.6 of [12], M is the crossed product W*(N, R, a) of a
semifinite von Neumann algebra N by an ultraweakly continuous action a of
R on N. Consider the dual action â of R = R on M (§4 of [12]); the
fixed-point algebra Ma of M under â is precisely N by 7.1 of [12]. Let u be an
invariant mean on /°°(/?). One checks without difficulty that (F(jc)£, tj) =
u(/){(a,(x)|, tj)} (x £ M, £, tj E H) defines a projection F of norm one of M
onto Af¿ = N. Since F » Q is a quasi-expectation of B(H) on N, it follows
from the previous paragraph that N is injective. Now M is generated by N
and a one-parameter group {Ut: t £ R} of unitaries normalizing N, so
M' = N' n l/r. If we let G be a projection of norm one of B(H) on N' and

take p as above, (E(T)i, tj) = p(l){(UtG(T)U_,i, tj)} (T E B(H), {, t, £ H)
defines a projection of norm one of B(H) on A/', so M is injective.
Let M be a von Neumann algebra. A dual normal Banach M-bimodule [7] is
a Banach A/-bimodule X such that X is the conjugate space of a Banach
space X^, and for each <pE A^, the maps (/>,x) -» <p(73
• jc), <b(x-b) from
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M X X to C are ultraweakly continuous in b (for fixed x G X) and
a(X, A„)-continuous in x (for fixed b G M). As in [2], we call M amenable
(as a von Neumann algebra) if every bounded derivation S of M in a dual
normal Banach Af-bimodule A has the form 8 (b) = x • b - b • x for some

x e A.
Theorem 3. Let N be a von Neumann algebra and M a von Neumann
subalgebra of N. If M is amenable, then there is a quasi-expectation of N on

M' n A.
Proof. Let Ym= N ® A„, the completion in the greatest cross norm of
the algebraic tensor product of A with its predual, and let Y = (YJ*. We
may identify Y with B(N), the bounded linear endomorphisms of A, by the
pairing

<G, T ® «//>= <//(G(F))

(CE B(N), T GN,xPG A„).

(Henceforth, we will use the letters G, T, xp, b, and 5 to denote generic
elements of Y, N, At, M, and M' n A, respectively.) Define left and right

actions of M on y by (b • G)(F) = 6G(F), (G ■b)(T) = G(T)b. It is clear
that these actions make Y into a Banach Af-bimodule. Since <G • b, T ® xp}

= xp(G(T)b)= (G,T®b-xp)

and (b-G,T®xp} = xp(bG(T))= <G, T ®

\p • b}, it is clear that the module actions on both sides satisfy the continuity
conditions required for y to be a dual normal Banach Af-bimodule. Let
X={GGY:
<G, Ts®xp- T®s-xp} = 0; (G, sT ® xp- T ® xp-s} =

0; <G, j ® xp)= 0 Vj G AT n A, T G N, xpG A,}. It is readily checked
that A is a submodule of Y; since A is a( Y, T.J-closed, A is a dual normal

Banach Af-bimodule. Let /: A -» A be the identity map, and define 8:
M^Y by 8(b) = Jb - b-J. We have </, T ® xp}= xP(T), whence it
follows that J ■b and b ■J annihilate all 0>G Y¡ of the form Ts ® xp- T ® s
■xpor sT ® xp- T ®xp-s. Also, (8(b), s ® i//> = <7, s ® b • t//> - (J, s ® xp
■b} = xp(sb) - xp(bs)- 0. We conclude that 8(M) G X, i.e. 5 is a bounded
derivation of M in A. Since M is amenable, there exists H G X such that

8(b) = Hb

- b- H. Let Q = J - H. We claim that Q is a quasi-

expectation of A on M' n A. Because H G X, we have H(M' n A) = Oby
the third criterion for membership in A, so Q fixes M' n N. Further,
xp(H(T)s) = <//, T ® s ■xp} = <//, Ts ® xp) = xp(H(Ts)) by the first
criterion, so H(T)s = H(Ts). Similarly, the second criterion insures that

H(sT) = sH(T). Thus Q(sxTs2)= sxQ(T)s2 VF G A, sx, s2 G M' n A.
Finally, Q ■b - b ■Q = 8(b) - 8(b) = 0, since J and H both implement 5,
i.e. 0(A) ç AT n A, and we conclude that Q is a quasi-expectation of A on

A/' n a.
Letting A = B(H) in Theorem 3 and applying Theorem 2, we have
Corollary

4 (Connes [3]). Amenable von Neumann algebras are injective.

If A is a C*-algebra such that A** is injective, then A is nuclear [1]. The
following corollary then follows easily (as in the proof of Corollary 2 of [3]).
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5 (Connes [3]). Amenable C*-algebras are nuclear.
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